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ABSTRACT
An analog ensemble (AnEn) is constructed by first matching up the current forecast from a numerical
weather prediction (NWP) model with similar past forecasts. The verifying observation from each match is
then used as an ensemble member. For at least some applications, the advantages of AnEn over an NWP
ensemble (multiple real-time model runs) may include higher efficiency, avoidance of initial condition and
model perturbation challenges, and little or no need for postprocessing calibration. While AnEn can capture
flow-dependent error growth, it may miss aspects of error growth that can be represented dynamically by the
multiple real-time model runs of an NWP ensemble. To combine the strengths of the AnEn and NWP ensemble approaches, a hybrid ensemble (HyEn) is constructed by finding m analogs for each member of a small
n-member NWP ensemble, to produce a total of m 3 n members.
Forecast skill is compared between the AnEn, HyEn, and an NWP ensemble calibrated using logistic
regression. The HyEn outperforms the other approaches for probabilistic 2-m temperature forecasts yet
underperforms for 10-m wind speed. The mixed results reveal a dependence on the intrinsic skill of the NWP
members employed. In this study, the NWP ensemble is underspread for both 2-m temperature and 10-m
winds, yet displays some ability to represent flow-dependent error for the former and not the latter. Thus, the
HyEn is a promising approach for efficient generation of high-quality probabilistic forecasts, but requires use
of a small, and at least partially functional, NWP ensemble.

1. Introduction
Delle Monache et al. (2013, hereafter DM13) revealed that it may be possible to produce skilled probabilistic forecasts more efficiently in real time via an analog
ensemble (AnEn) compared to the traditional ensemble
approach, termed the numerical weather prediction
(NWP) ensemble in this paper. An NWP ensemble, common to operational weather prediction, consists of many
(typically 20–50), real-time model runs (i.e., ensemble
members) that are expensive to produce. In AnEn, each
member is a verifying observation of a historical model
forecast that closely matches a single real-time model
forecast. While the conclusions of DM13 on the promise of
AnEn were compelling, many questions yet remain, of
which this study addresses one; would a superior approach,
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for maximum efficiency and skill, result from combining
the AnEn and NWP ensemble approaches?
AnEn production begins with a single NWP model
run for the current forecast cycle (DM13). Next, multiple similar forecasts (i.e., analogs to the current model
run) are found within a dataset of past forecasts from the
same model. The analog search, performed separately
for each forecast lead time and at each forecast location,
ranks the strength of each match by an analog metric
that uses multiple predictors from the model forecast
[see Delle Monache et al. (2011) and DM13 for a complete description]. The verifying observations (of the
predictand) from the best analogs are then taken to be
the members of AnEn. The ensemble size is not restricted by computational costs, as with an NWP ensemble, but rather by the quality of the available analogs
since using too many analog-based members risks including poor samples. A potential advantage then of
AnEn is more thorough sampling of the forecast probability density function (PDF) provided an extensive
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history of forecasts and verifying observations is available to select good analogs from.
Another key advantage of AnEn is use of a higherresolution NWP model in an operational environment
(DM13). The real-time computer power required to produce the multiple model runs of an NWP ensemble can
instead be applied to a single model run at higher resolution as the basis for AnEn. This allows AnEn to capture
smaller-scale weather phenomenon, and estimate their
uncertainty, which the NWP ensemble is blind to.
An attractive feature of AnEn is avoidance of the
tremendous challenge faced by an NWP ensemble in
simulating all sources of uncertainty. Although NWP
ensemble methodologies have progressed significantly
over the past 20 years, the problem of underestimation
of forecast uncertainty (i.e., ensemble spread lower than
the spread of observed errors) remains, particularly for
sensible weather variables for which model errors are
significant and poorly understood (Eckel and Mass
2005). Producing reliable probability forecasts from an
NWP ensemble requires postprocessing calibration. The
AnEn avoids both the challenge of directly simulating
all sources of forecast uncertainty and the need for
postprocessing calibration since AnEn naturally produces well-calibrated probabilistic forecasts (DM13).1
An NWP ensemble, even given its challenges, may be
able to capture aspects of flow-dependent error growth
unavailable to AnEn. Although dispersion in an NWP
ensemble is normally too low, the spread of the members (which varies spatially, temporarily, and between
forecast cycles) can dynamically simulate variations in
forecast error growth as each member is a distinct simulation of a possible atmospheric flow within a forecast
period. The dispersion deficiencies of the NWP ensemble can be ameliorated via postprocessing calibration,
which is performed in this study using the logistic regression technique. The AnEn starts from only one
possible flow (albeit at higher resolution) for the forecast period and then relies on the analogs to reveal the
error growth. Multiple possible flows are discovered,
and thus the variable error growth, by linking the single
NWP solution with multiple past observations that
capture the range of possibilities (and potential forecast
errors) in the current forecast period.
Another advantage of an NWP ensemble is production
of 2D fields of forecast variables that are spatially and

1
The analog approach belongs to a special class of NWP model
postprocessing techniques that may be used in calibrating the firstorder (deterministic) forecast, but can also generate second-order
(i.e., uncertainty) forecast information not previously available.
Model output statistics (MOS; Glahn and Lowry 1972) is a wellknown technique in this class.
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temporally consistent. Although an NWP ensemble’s
multiple prognostic weather maps at a particular lead
time may often fail to fully represent the possible future
states of the atmosphere, the maps can be very useful
to forecasters for understanding the meteorological phenomena and structures that may develop. It is not clear
whether the analog ensemble approach, in which the
analog can vary over space and between forecast lead
times, can present the same beneficial fields. However,
van den Dool (1989) built forecast maps that subjectively
looked meteorological and ‘‘reasonably coherent’’ using
an analog ensemble approach where the analog varied
spatially.
The hypothesis of this study is that a hybrid AnEn–
NWP ensemble, hereafter HyEn, may produce superior
results by tapping into the strengths of both the analog
and NWP ensembles. The HyEn concept is to start
with a dynamically based initial estimate of the flowdependent error growth from just a handful of NWP
model runs, which limits computational cost and allows
for higher-resolution NWP. Next, multiple analog-based
members are found separately for each NWP model forecast, resulting in a thoroughly sampled and calibrated
forecast PDF.
The basic hybrid ensemble approach was introduced by
Hamill and Whitaker (2006) but with only limited success.
They used coarse NWP forecasts (’250-km grid spacing),
analogs matched over a local area, and created precipitation forecasts verified against gridded analyses (32-km
grid). This study revisits HyEn using finer-scale NWP data
(33-km grid spacing), analogs matched by point location
(DM13), and forecasts 2-m temperature and 10-m wind
speed verified against station observations.
This study analyzes and compares the skill of probabilistic forecasts using climatological percentile event
thresholds rather than fixed event thresholds. In DM13,
analysis of forecasts for Pr(10-m wind speed $10 m s21),
which uses a fixed event threshold of 10 m s21, indicated
that AnEn may have an advantage for rare events, but such
results can be difficult to interpret as the rate of occurrence
of a fixed event threshold varies over the data used for
verification (Hamill and Juras 2006). As an alternative, this
study verifies forecasts using event thresholds defined by
the climatological rate of event occurrence. For example,
one can verify forecasts of the chance of 10-m wind speed
$90th percentile of past observations at each location,
and by time of day and time of year. This creates a uniform degree of rarity (and challenge) of the forecast
across the sample and enables a more clear analysis.
Section 2 describes the datasets used in the study and
the methods for generating probabilistic forecasts. Section 3 presents the findings, while section 4 discusses the
results and presents conclusions.
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2. Data and methods
a. Datasets
This section briefly reviews the datasets used in this
study. A more complete description can be found in DM13.
The observation data used for finding analog-based
ensemble members, for verifying forecast performance,
and for defining station climatology (described below),
include 10-m wind speed and 2-m temperature data from
550 aviation routine weather report (METAR; NOAA/
National Centers for Environmental Information 2011)
stations within the contiguous United States (CONUS).
The period of data availability is 457 days (15 months)
long: 1 May 2010–31 July 2011.
Daily NWP forecasts over a CONUS domain, both deterministic and ensemble, were provided by Environment
Canada covering the same 457 days as the observation data.
(M. Charron 2011, personal communication). Each forecast is initialized at 1200 UTC and is 48 h long with a 3-h
data interval. The deterministic forecasts (used for making
AnEn forecasts) are from the regional, 15-km Global Environmental Multiscale (GEM15) model (C^
oté et al. 1998).
Ensemble forecasts are from the Regional Ensemble Prediction System (REPS; Li et al. 2008; Charron et al. 2010),
which consists of 21 members using the same domain as
GEM15 but a coarser model grid spacing of 0.38 (’33 km).
The REPS members all share the same model configuration and have perturbations to physical tendencies
(Buizza et al. 1999) to simulate forecast uncertainty
due to imperfections in the NWP model. Each member
inherits initial conditions and 3-hourly boundary condition updates from a different member of Environment Canada’s Global Ensemble Prediction System
(GEPS; Houtekamer et al. 2009).
Probabilistic predictions of 10-m wind speed and 2-m
temperature (at 3-h increments) are produced (separately
by each of the three approaches described below) for the
last 100 (total) 48-h forecast cycles in the data period: 23
April–31 July 2011. All three forecast approaches use the
same training data, which consists of all data in the research dataset valid prior to forecast initialization time,
and varies from about 12 to 15 months of data.

b. Station climatology
For the purpose of generating probabilistic forecasts
that use climatological-percentile event thresholds, a
climatological PDF at each METAR station is estimated
for eight times during the day (since the forecast interval
is 3 h) for each day of the year using all the available
observation data. The process begins by collecting all
observations (separately for each station and time of
day) within 615 days of a particular date. Given the
study’s 15 months of data, this collection yields up to 62
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sample observations, but as low as 15 samples for times
and/or locations having some missing data. Parameters
for a Gaussian distribution for temperature and a
gamma distribution for wind speed are then estimated
using the chosen samples. After repeating those steps
for each date over the year, at a particular location and
time of day, temporal smoothing across the 365 days of
fitted PDF coefficients is performed to remove noise due
to the limited sampling. The smoothing method is a locally weighted, least squares regression using a firstdegree polynomial and a neighborhood of 20 days.
With only 15 months of observations, this process does
not generate a robust description of each station’s climatology but rather a reasonable estimate that enables investigation of forecast performance dependencies on
event rarity. Basing station climatology on the study’s
sample of observation data, rather than on a much longer
observation period, ensures that the event occurs at the
chosen rate (or climatological percentile) within the verification period, as illustrated in the following example.
Once the PDFs are formulated, the specific value of
the forecast variable that corresponds to a chosen percentile can be found, and then used for generating
probabilistic forecasts. Figure 1 displays an example of
climatological-percentile event thresholds over the
whole year for just one variable (2-m temperature), at
one time of day (0000 UTC), and one location (Fargo,
North Dakota). To demonstrate application of these
data, consider an investigation of the ability to forecast
unusually cool late-afternoon temperatures (at any location) defined as occurring roughly once in 50 days, so
the forecasts to evaluate are Pr(2-m temperature #2nd
percentile). The specific forecast to evaluate valid
at 0000 UTC 1 August at Fargo would be Pr(2-m
temperature #208C) since 208C is the 2nd percentile.
Likewise, the specific forecast (same valid time of day
and location) valid at 0000 UTC 1 October would be Pr
(2-m temperature #78C). The temperature threshold
thus varies (uniquely at each location) as the valid date
and time of day changes so that all specific thresholds are
approximately at the second percentile and all forecasts
have the same level of difficulty from the perspective of
the rarity of the event.
This study includes investigation of common, somewhat rare, and very rare events defined as the chance of
10-m wind speed $50th, 90th, and 98th percentiles,
and chance of 2-m temperature #50th, 10th, and 2nd
percentiles.2

Evaluation of the chance of 2-m temperature $50th, 90th, and
98th percentiles produced results similar to the low-end event
percentile thresholds and is thus not included here.
2
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FIG. 1. Station climatology by day of year for 2-m temperature at Fargo, ND, at 0000 UTC.
Probability density of observed temperature (i.e., the estimated climatological PDF) at each
day of the year is shaded. Black lines show the three levels of cumulative probability used when
creating forecasts at the 2nd, 10th, and 50th percentiles to find specific event-threshold values of
2-m temperature.

c. Analog ensemble (AnEn)
As described above, the members of AnEn are the
verifying observations from historical model forecasts
that closely resemble the current model forecast. Forecasts are interpolated from the deterministic GEM15 to
the METAR station locations using bilinear interpolation. The following analog metric (Delle Monache et al.
2011; DM13) is used to quantify the difference between
the current forecast, Ft , valid at one location and at future time t, and the analog (i.e., past forecast), At 0 , valid
at a past time t0 :

N

Ft , At 0 5

å

i51

vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u ~t
u
wi t
å (F 2 Ai,t0 1j )2 ,
sf j52~t i,t1j

(1)

i

where N and wi are the number of predictor variables
and their weights, respectively; sfi is the standard deviation of the time series of past forecasts of a given
variable at the forecast location; e
t is half of the number
of additional forecast valid times over which the metric

is computed; and Fi,t1j and Ai,t0 1j are the values of the
forecast and the analog, respectively, in a time window
for a given variable. Use of a time window is designed to
identify past forecasts with similar temporal trends.
With the forecast valid time interval of 3 h in this study,
setting e
t equal to 1 makes a 6-h time window for the
analog metric, with all three forecasts (valid at t 2 1, t,
and t 1 1) equally weighted. The predictor variables are
also treated equally, with wy equal to 1. The AnEn for
10-m wind speed predictions uses N equal to 4, with
predictor variables of 10-m wind speed and direction,
2-m temperature, and surface pressure. The AnEn for
2-m temperature analogs predictions uses N equal to 3,
with predictor variables of 2-m temperature and 10-m
wind speed and direction. See DM13 for a discussion on
the sensitivity to these settings.
Construction of an AnEn, performed separately at
each forecast location and forecast lead time, involves
computation of Eq. (1) over all historical forecasts, then
rank ordering of the results by value of the analog metric
(lower is better) to pick out the best analogs, whose
verifying observations then become the AnEn members.
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In DM13, AnEn was constructed using 21 members for
fair comparison w.r.t. ensemble sample size with the
21-member REPS. In this study, however, the focus is on
fair comparison w.r.t. real-time computational expense.
Unlike an NWP ensemble, increasing the number of members in AnEn is simple and has almost no impact on realtime expense. Thus, the number of AnEn members is a
tunable parameter u, which is denoted as AnEnu. While
this study is not about ways to enhance the analog ensemble
technique, such as improvement to the analog metric by use
of weighted predictors (Junk et al. 2015), optimization by the
number of members is explored to make a fair comparison
with HyEn, which employs the same type of optimization
as a design feature (as described below).
The need for a flexible number of members for either
AnEn or HyEn is a consequence of how the forecast
PDF is sampled in the analog-based ensemble approach.
For a well-formulated NWP ensemble with homogeneous members, forecast skill increases and levels off
asymptotically with increasing number of members as
the forecast PDF is more thoroughly sampled (Epstein
1969; Richardson 2001). In an analog ensemble, the
members have differing skill as the strength of the match
between the current and past forecast varies among the
members. That is, member 1 (for say the 24-h forecast
valid time, at a particular location) is the verifying observation corresponding to the historical 24-h forecast
that most closely matches the current 24-h forecast, at
the forecast location. Member 2 is the verifying observation from the next best match, and so on. Thus, each
subsequent member is expected to be slightly less skilled
since it is a bit less representative of a sample of the
forecast PDF. At some point there is a crossover where
the gain from additional sampling gets negated by the
degradation to overall skill from introducing samples
that have become too unrepresentative.
Lall and Sharma (1996) proposed that the crossover
point into unrepresentative analog-based ensemble members is strongly dependent on the length of training data
from which analogs are selected. That is, a greater amount
of historical forecasts and observations increases the
number of good analogs available, so more members
should be used by AnEn to produce a more skillful forecast PDF. A rule-of-thumb for the optimal number of analogs is the square root of the number of historical forecasts
in the training dataset (Hopson and Webster 2010).
Hamill et al. (2006) empirically explored the question
of the optimal number of analogs and confirmed that as
the training length increases, using more analogs increases skill. They also showed that training length may
be only one key factor. Fewer analogs should be used
when forecasting rare events since in such cases it is
harder to find good analogs within the historical data.

They also found that fewer analogs should be used at
shorter forecast lead times when the forecast PDF is
generally sharper and more sensitive to unrepresentative analog-based members.
Similar to Hamill et al. (2006), this study employs an
empirical approach for finding an optimal number of
members for AnEnu based on the rarity of the forecast
event, so that u is dependent on the percentile event
threshold. Figure 2 shows results from the empirical
search for the optimal u for the event of 10-m wind
speed $98th percentile, at the 30-h lead time, over all
locations. For AnEn, forecast skill increases rapidly at
first as more members are added, with a peak at 16
members. The rapid increase in skill from 2 to 10
members is expected as sampling increases. The plateau
of skill followed by a slow degradation as more and more
members are included is the result of including weaker
analogs, as explained above. Thus, AnEn with 16
members (denoted as AnEn16) is selected as the fixed
configuration for generating forecasts of Pr(10-m wind
speed $98th percentile) at any location. The number of
members at peak performance varied little at different
forecast lead times, so for simplicity the average best
u over all lead times was selected.
Repeating that empirical process (results not shown)
for the less rare 10-m wind speed event thresholds indicates that using more members produces the best
results. The optimal configuration for the 90th and 50th
percentiles is AnEn28 and AnEn30, respectively. This
suggests that when forecasting more common events,
the forecast PDF benefits from greater sampling, even
if including some weaker analogs. When forecasting
rare events, when the event threshold is often in the
tail of the forecast PDF, there may be more vulnerability to the weaker analogs, which should thus be
avoided.
For 2-m temperature, AnEnu is found to be insensitive to the rarity of the event. That is, the number of
analogs for peak performance (as in Fig. 2) was nearly
the same for all three event thresholds. The optimal
configuration for the 2nd, 10th, and 50th percentiles of
2-m temperature is AnEn26, AnEn26, and AnEn25,
respectively. This finding may indicate that there is room
for further improvement in the analog metric for 2-m
temperature. That is, compared to 10-m wind speed the
analog metric may not be as good at distinguishing
strong versus weak analogs for 2-m temperature so the
effect of trying to avoid/include weaker analogs for
more/less rare events is not evident.

d. Hybrid ensemble (HyEn)
In DM13 it was estimated that the real-time computational cost of AnEn, primarily from dependence on
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FIG. 2. Change in relative operating characteristic skill score (ROCSS) for forecasts of Pr(10-m
wind speed $98th percentile) by AnEnu (blue with diamonds) and HyEn103g (red with circles)
as the number of analogs (or number of analogs per REPS member for HyEn103g) is increased.
The filled data points indicate the maximum ROCSS and corresponding number of analogs selected as the optimal configuration for each ensemble.

real-time running of the deterministic GEM15, is roughly
equivalent to the cost of running 10 REPS members. This
study, therefore, builds a hybrid ensemble using 10 REPS
members to compare the skill of HyEn versus AnEn from
an operational production point of view. (Note that the
computational cost of the analog algorithm is negligible
compared to the NWP processing.) That is, given a fixed
computational capacity for real-time forecast production,
which approach produces the best results?
The hybrid ensemble is constructed similarly to AnEn
in that multiple analogs for a single NWP forecast, which
is now one REPS member, are identified within the
member’s unique history of forecasts, and the corresponding verifying observations are taken as ensemble
members. That process is repeated separately for each
of the 10 REPS members to account for potential differences in systematic errors among the REPS members
that could result, for example, from the different initial

and boundary conditions provided by the multiphysics
GEPS. Two different HyEn sampling strategies are examined, with both being performance optimized by the
number of members as described above.
The first HyEn sampling strategy is for each of the 10
REPS members to receive the same number (g) of analogs, which are pooled for a total of 10 3 g members
(designated as HyEn103g). Two or more REPS members having similar forecasts can identify the same
matching forecast cycle within their separate history of
forecasts, and thus pick up the same verifying observation as a HyEn member. Allowing these repeated analogs in HyEn has both potential advantages and
disadvantages. An advantage is that stronger analogs are
effectively weighted as they appear multiple times in the
ensemble whereas weaker analogs have fewer or no repeats. The potential benefit is a forecast PDF that achieves
greater sharpness while remaining well calibrated as the
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FIG. 3. Example HyEn member selection for forecasting 36-h, 2-m temperature at SeaTac
Airport, WA, using REPS initialized at 1200 UTC 4 Jun 2011. (a) Analog date is the forecast
initialization date (at 1200 UTC) of the identified, 36-h forecast analog. Only the best eight
analogs identified for each REPS member are shown. (b) The verifying 2-m temperature observation at the 36-h lead time for each corresponding forecast initialization above. Yellow cells
indicate the first 40 unique analogs (i.e., by analog date).

degree to which a particular member is repeated
strongly represents its likelihood of occurrence. The
potential disadvantage is that the weighting may be inappropriate at times. If REPS members are overly correlated, parts of the forecast PDF would be oversampled
resulting in poor calibration.
An alternative HyEn sampling strategy is to not allow
any analog repeats. Analogs are still found separately
for each REPS member as described above, but only
unique analogs are retained. Figure 3 demonstrates this
strategy for an arbitrarily chosen target of 40 unique
analogs. Figure 3a shows the dates of just the first eight
analogs (ranked in order of strength of the match) for
each REPS member while Fig. 3b shows each analog’s
verifying observation as the pool of potential members.
The 40 unique members, highlighted in Fig. 3b, are selected by successively scanning through the columns of
ranked analogs with no regard as to which REPS
member the analogs come from. Note that selecting 40
members using the first sampling strategy (allowing repeats) would be called HyEn1034 and correspond to
columns 1–4 in Fig. 3. The no-repeat strategy, for an

equivalent number of members, ends up sampling
deeper into the pool of analogs.
Figure 4 compares the skill of the two HyEn sampling strategies for forecasting just one event, 2-m
temperature #50th percentile, as both temperature
and wind speed at various event thresholds have similar
results. The number of members used for both HyEn
sampling strategies is the optimal, found empirically as
described above. The conclusion is that the effective
weighting of members (via allowing repeat analogs)
produces a better forecast PDF, so HyEn103g is the
hybrid ensemble sampling strategy chosen for comparison with AnEn.
Another noteworthy finding from Fig. 4 is the dramatic
difference in ensemble size for optimal performance—
100 members when allowing repeats (HyEn10310) versus only 20 for no repeats. When allowing repeat analogs,
it is apparently beneficial to use many members so that
weaker members with low weight are included to produce
the most skilled forecast PDF. When not allowing repeats, it is best to keep sampling low to avoid, as noted
above, sampling too deeply into the pool of analogs,
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FIG. 4. ROCSS results by HyEn10310 (red with circles) and by the no-repeat HyEn (black)
for forecasts of Pr(2-m temperature #50th percentile). Error bars indicate 95% confidence
intervals computed by bootstrap resampling.

which would wind up including weak analogs weighted
equally in with strong analogs.
For optimization of HyEn103g, Fig. 2 shows that the
behavior is generally the same as AnEnu—increasing
skill with increasing number of analogs up to a peak,
followed by declining skill as more weak analogs are
included. The less-dramatic ramp up of skill from 2 to 10
members compared to AnEn is due to the fact that even
at g 5 2, HyEn1032 is already at 20 members so not as
prone to low sampling problems. The lower skill at peak
by HyEn10320, which notably reverses for 2-m temperature forecasts as shown below, is discussed in the
results section.
A surprising difference found in the optimization of
HyEn103g is that compared to the AnEnu results,
g varies oppositely w.r.t. the event rarity. Recall that for
10-m wind speed, AnEnu uses fewer analogs as the
event becomes more rare, apparently to avoid including
weak analogs. For Pr(10-m wind speed $50th, 90th, and
98th percentile), u for AnEnu is 30, 28, and 16, respectively, while the best g for HyEn103g is 12, 16, and
20 (or 120, 160, and 200 members in total), respectively.
A similar pattern for g was found for 2-m temperature.
A possible explanation is that compared to AnEnu the
weighting of members in HyEn103g creates a very
different effect on construction of the forecast PDF. For
forecasting rare events, HyEn103g may benefit by including very weak analogs that can occur in the tail of
the forecast PDF. Even at low relative weighting, the
weak analogs can help indicate the low, yet valid, chance
of the rare event occurring. When forecasting common
events, accurate representation of the forecast PDF’s
tails is not as relevant so inclusion of very weak analogs

can degrade skill of HyEn103g, making a lower value of
g the better performer.

e. Logistic regression on REPS (REPSLR)
To provide a baseline for performance, calibrated
probabilistic forecasts are produced by statistically postprocessing REPS using logistic regression (Wilks 2006),
termed REPSLR, similar to the approach of Hamill and
Whitaker (2006). The probability p is found by
p5

1
,
1 1 exp[2f (x)]

(2)

where f(x) is a linear function of predictor variables with
regression parameters bk :
f (x) 5 b0 1 b1 x1 1 b2 x2 1 ⋯ 1 bk xk .

(3)

The regression parameters are fit (to the nonlinear logistic equation) using the training data, with the predictand as a binary observation of the event to be
forecast (e.g., temperature #10th percentile.).
Probabilistic wind speed forecasts (at all percentile
thresholds) employ two predictors: x1 is the square root
of ensemble mean wind speed and x2 is the ensemble
spread of wind speed (i.e., standard deviation of the
ensemble members). Once again, only 10 REPS members are used for fair comparison to the other approaches w.r.t. cost in an operational environment. The
power transform (i.e., square root) on the mean wind
speed, as well as use of standard deviation of the ensemble members instead of variance, reduces the skew
of the predictors for more effective regression. A range of
power transform values were explored. For the probabilistic
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temperature forecasts, x1 is the ensemble mean temperature and x2 is the ensemble spread of temperature.
No power transform was necessary for x1 since temperature exhibits a normal distribution.
Best results were found for both wind speed and
temperature forecasts by applying all training data to
the regression. Different from AnEn and HyEn, where
such a strategy logically works well as the analog approach naturally selects seasonally similar cases, regression can suffer from including seasons that exhibit a
variety of systematic error. Exploration of REPSLR using seasonally focused training periods (e.g., all dates 6
50 days of the forecast date) resulted in lower performance. With only one year of historical data available,
attempting to isolate seasonality may have limited the
training sample too much for effective regression.
Besides training (and applying) REPSLR uniquely at
each of the 550 forecast locations and forecast lead times
(as performed with AnEn and HyEn), unique training is
also required for each event threshold (e.g., train separately for wind speed $50th percentile vs 90th percentile).
Wilks (2009) introduced the extended logistic regression
(ELR) technique, in which the event threshold is added
as a predictor variable, to avoid such complexity and
produce probability forecasts that are consistent between
different thresholds.
Another possible improvement upon the baseline
statistical postprocessing used in this study is called
heteorstochastic ELR (Messner et al. 2014), which aims
to make best use of the flow-dependent forecast uncertainty information from the ensemble. Much of the
predictive value from ensemble spread can be lost in the
logistic regression process. Note, however, that in this
study, REPSLR did perform better when including ensemble spread as a predictor.
Comparison of AnEn and HyEn with these more advanced statistical postprocessing techniques (and others)
is left for follow-on studies, which will also include further
improvements to the analog ensemble approach.

3. Results
The AnEnu, HyEn103g, and REPSLR forecasts are
evaluated using all 550 locations over 100 forecast cases,
as described above. The relative operating characteristic
skill score (ROCSS) is used for overall forecast skill
analysis, at all forecast lead times, for its ability to
measure the probabilistic attribute of discrimination
(Wilks 2006). Additional analysis is performed using
reliability diagrams for more detailed investigation at
select lead times.
For 2-m temperature forecasts, Fig. 5 shows that
HyEn has greater skill than AnEn and REPSLR at many
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FIG. 5. ROCSS for REPSLR (thick gray), AnEn (blue with diamonds), and HyEn (red with circles) for probability forecasts of
2-m temperature (a) #2nd, (b) #10th, and (c) #50th percentile.
AnEn and HyEn use an optimal number of members, indicated in
each plot’s legend. The error bars (95% bootstrap-confidence intervals) for REPSLR results, omitted to keep the plot readable, are
roughly the same size as the others.

lead times, and, otherwise, has comparable skill. Common to all three forecast approaches is the expected
decrease in skill with forecast lead time as predictability
decreases, but with an imbedded diurnal fluctuation.
Using only forecasts initialized at 1200 UTC within the
CONUS, the minimum in skill around the 12- and 36-h
lead times occurs during mid- to late-afternoon local
time, the hottest part of the day. The relative performance of HyEn appears to be influenced by the diurnal
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FIG. 6. Reliability diagrams for 30-h forecasts of Pr(2-m temperature #10th percentile) by (a) REPS10 (10
members of REPS, with no calibration), (b) REPSLR, (c) AnEn26, and (d) HyEn10314. Plotted results include the
observed relative frequency (solid blue, with error bars) and sharpness (solid black with squares), sample climatology (thick solid gray), and the perfect-reliability reference line (dashed black). Inset metrics include reliability
(rel), resolution (res), and Brier skill score (BSS) computed following Eqs. (7.40) and (7.41) in Wilks (2006), which
uses the sample climatology as the reference forecast in the BSS calculation.

variation. For the common event (50th percentile),
HyEn does particularly well during daytime hours (lead
times of 6–15 and 27–36 h). For the more rare events,
HyEn’s superior performance shifts more to the evening
hours (lead times of 12–18 and 36–42 h).
Reliability diagram results (Fig. 6) show that AnEn
and HyEn perform quite similarly, with good reliability
overall. However, the S-shape reliability curves indicate
that the members of both AnEn and HyEn are somewhat overspread (Wilks 2006), which agrees with the
finding from DM13 that AnEn can be slightly overspread at times. The REPSLR displays higher sharpness
yet lower skill due to being underspread (reverse-S reliability curve). For reference, results are also included
for probabilistic forecasts from the 10 REPS members
(REPS10), showing that the three experimental forecast

approaches in this study contribute significant skill over
the raw NWP ensemble. While REPS10 has notably
lower skill, due to the usual underdispersion issue of an
NWP ensemble, there being positive skill reveals some
ability of REPS10 to capture flow-dependent error in
2-m temperature forecasts.
With REPS10 being underspread and HyEn10314
being slightly overspread, it appears that the HyEn
method may be overcompensating for the deficiencies in
the REPS members. One may be tempted to rein in the
HyEn spread by reducing the number of analogs for
each REPS member. However, recall that HyEn10314
is the peak performance configuration. Cutting back on
the number of analogs can reduce spread, but quickly
degrades skill by worsening reliability associated with
undersampling. In the opposite direction, increasing the
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FIG. 7. As in Fig. 5, but for probabilistic forecasts of 10-m wind
speed (a) $98th, (b) $90th, and (c) $50th percentile.

number of analogs above the optimal number degrades
skill by lowering resolution as the forecast PDF widens
toward the climatological PDF.
For 10-m wind speed forecasts, Fig. 7 indicates relatively poor performance by HyEn compared to
AnEn and REPSLR. The diurnal swing in skill is again
evident for all forecast approaches with a minimum in
skill around the 18- and 42-h lead times, or lateevening local time—a period prone to larger wind
forecast errors as the model has difficulty forecasting
the collapse of the boundary layer. The results in
Fig. 7a support an interesting finding from DM13 that
for the very rare event (98th percentile) during daytime hours, AnEn is clearly superior, which may be
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attributed to the higher-resolution model data employed in AnEn.
The reliability diagrams for Pr(10-m wind speed $90th
percentile) (Fig. 8) indicate that AnEn28 and REPSLR
have similar skill, with perhaps somewhat better reliability by AnEn and slightly better resolution by
REPSLR. The overspread condition of HyEn10316 is
again apparent but less pronounced. The critical deficiency of HyEn, which explains its lower ROCSS results, is poor relative performance in resolution. Similar
results (not shown) were found at the other event
thresholds indicating that the problem is not just confined to the tails of the forecast PDF. Figure 8a shows
that REPS10 has no skill, with a nearly flat reliability
curve and a negative Brier skill score (BSS). Unlike for
2-m temperature, it appears that REPS has little to no
ability to predict flow-dependent error growth for 10-m
wind speed.
One potential factor for the mixed results by HyEn is
the HyEn’s dependency on the lower-resolution (’33-km
grid spacing) REPS members’ model output compared
to the higher-resolution model output (’15-km grid
spacing) used by AnEn. The performance boost to
AnEn may be greater for wind speed than for temperature since wind speed is a more challenging variable to
predict with greater small-scale variability. However,
REPSLR, which is similarly reliant on the coarse REPS
data, is able to be competitive with AnEn for 10-m wind
speed, except for very rare events.
The primary reason for HyEn’s mixed results is likely
due to the difference in performance of the REPS
members upon which HyEn depends, which is further
explored in Fig. 9. The underspread condition (ensemble variance below the MSE of the ensemble mean) at
all lead times clearly shows that REPS10 is underdispersive for both variables, yet the behavior is dramatically different between the two variables. For 10-m
wind speed (Fig. 9b), REPS10 appears to have little to
no ability to predict the forecast error. After an initial
collapse in variance as the initial condition perturbations
project onto the REPS model domain (DM13), the ensemble variance is nearly constant with increasing lead
time. For 2-m temperature (Fig. 9a), a larger proportion
of the forecast error is captured by REPS10, as well as
the diurnal variability. This suggests that REPS, while
clearly not representing the full magnitude of potential
2-m temperature errors, is able to represent variations
(diurnal, spatial, cycle-to-cycle) in the forecast error.
For 2-m temperature, REPS provides valuable information on flow-dependent error growth that is not
available to AnEn. The AnEn, using only a single NWP
forecast, is forced to create a wider range (less sharp) set
of possible future states in order to stay well calibrated.
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FIG. 8. As in Fig. 6, but for 30-h forecasts of Pr(10-m wind speed $90th percentile) by (a) REPS10, (b) REPSLR,
(c) AnEn28, and (d) HyEn10316.

The HyEn uses the analog-based members to complete a
well-calibrated forecast PDF that can outperform AnEn
on occasions when the REPS members discriminate the
error growth over the forecast period. The HyEn approach fails for 10-m wind speed since REPS is unable to
provide the critical, dynamically based, flow-dependent
error growth information. Because of the poor dispersion by REPS for 10-m winds, the REPS members are
presenting very similar 10-m wind forecasts. Fundamentally then, HyEn acts like an analog ensemble applied to a single model forecast. It is no surprise then
that HyEn is outperformed for 10-m wind speed by
AnEn, which essentially follows the same method with a
higher-resolution NWP model.
A question outside this study’s focus is how HyEn can
outperform REPSLR for 2-m temperature, although to a
lesser extent than AnEn. Both HyEn and REPSLR use
the same training data but apply it very differently. The
HyEn may be better at focusing forecast generation on

the most relevant historical data (via the ranked analogs) while REPSLR, which employs logistic regression
over all the data, may be somewhat more influenced by
less applicable data for any given forecast situation.

4. Discussion and conclusions
This study explores the benefit of combining the
strengths of a numerical weather prediction (NWP)
ensemble and an analog ensemble (AnEn) into a hybrid
ensemble (HyEn). An NWP ensemble can do well at
capturing the variability in flow-dependent forecast
uncertainty since it dynamically simulates possible atmospheric evolutions by running many NWP models in
real-time with initial condition and model perturbations.
However, an NWP ensemble is normally underdispersive
due to the challenges of simulating all sources of uncertainty and of limited sampling (from computer capacity constraints). The AnEn is built by matching the
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FIG. 9. Comparison of REPS10 variance of the ensemble members (dashed black) and MSE of the ensemble mean (solid red with
error bars) over all lead times for (a) 2-m temperature and (b) 10-m
wind speed.

real-time forecast from a single NWP model to many past
forecasts (separately by location and forecast lead time),
and then taking the verifying observations as ensemble
members. The strengths of AnEn, as demonstrated in
DM13, are thorough sampling (provided a sufficient
history of forecasts), enabling of higher-resolution
NWP modeling (since only one real-time run is required), and production of well-calibrated forecast
uncertainty information.
The HyEn is built by using only a few members of an
NWP ensemble, then sampling further by finding multiple analog-based members separately for each of the
NWP members. The focus of this study is to determine
whether, given fixed computer resources for operational
forecast production, it is best to run a single higherresolution NWP model to build an AnEn, or else run a
few NWP ensemble members at a coarser resolution to
build a HyEn. The AnEn and HyEn are thus designed
here to have approximately the same operational cost,
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with AnEn using the deterministic, 15-km Global Environmental Multiscale (GEM15) model and HyEn
using 10 members of the 33-km Regional Ensemble
Prediction System (REPS). The analog-based members
are found similarly for both AnEn and HyEn, including
an empirical approach for determining the optimal
number of members based on the rarity of the forecast
event. For additional comparison, REPSLR forecasts are
generated using logistic regression applied to the mean
and spread of same 10 REPS members as used by HyEn.
Two sampling strategies are tested for HyEn that
differ by allowing or not allowing repeated analogs. As
analogs are found separately for each REPS member,
the same analog (and thus the same verifying observation to be used as a HyEn member) can be identified
more than once. Retaining these repeats resulted in
better HyEn performance compared to only retaining
unique members. The conclusion is that including repeats effectively provides a beneficial weighting as
analog-based members that repeat are more likely to
verify, thus appropriately contributing more density to
portions of the forecast PDF.
Verification results show that HyEn outperforms
AnEn and REPSLR for probabilistic forecasts of 2-m
temperature yet underperforms for 10-m wind speed.
These mixed results are likely due to reliance of HyEn
on the skill of the REPS. While the REPS displays some
skill for 2-m temperature, it has none for 10-m wind
speed, as revealed by extremely poor dispersion and a
negative BSS. For HyEn to be successful, the NWP
members need to first grossly characterize the forecast
PDF with at least a partial ability to simulate flowdependent error growth, after which the analog-based
members capture the remaining error growth while simultaneously downscaling. Such success by HyEn is
achieved for 2-m temperature forecasts, but not for 10-m
wind speed for which REPS is notably deficient. The
limitations of REPS ensemble dispersion from the use of
the same model configuration between all REPS members appear to disproportionally impact 10-m winds. The
REPS ensemble initial conditions plus stochastic forcing
techniques evidently work well for 2-m temperature.
A major conclusion then is that given a small set of NWP
ensemble members able to capture at least a portion of the
flow-dependent error growth, HyEn may be the most efficient and effective method to generate high-quality
probabilistic forecasts. The advantage over AnEn, even
when AnEn uses a higher-resolution NWP model, is that
an NWP ensemble’s multiple real-time model runs can
represent unique aspects of flow-dependent error growth,
which get incorporated into HyEn. Note that a perfect (yet
small) NWP ensemble, able to simulate all sources of
forecast error, is not necessarily needed by HyEn.
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Further HyEn studies using an NWP ensemble with
skill across additional forecast variables will allow
deeper exploration into the merits of the HyEn approach. One follow-on study of interest is the application of HyEn to a multimodel ensemble, which can
exhibit large spread between members for most forecast
variables. An extra appeal of this idea is that a multimodel ensemble often suffers from having only a few
members, which fits nicely with the HyEn design concept. The HyEn would also do well at calibrating out the
various individual biases that can exist among members
of a multimodel ensemble.
Other future research, which would improve either
AnEn or HyEn, involves tuning the basic method of
identifying and measuring the strength of (i.e., ranking)
the analogs. Additional predictor variables could be
included, along with more optimal selection and
weighting of the predictors (Junk et al. 2015). There may
also be a benefit in expanding the search for analogs
spatially and temporally, rather than restricting the
search to only the forecast location and time of day
(Hamill et al. 2015).
Apart from analog identification, another potential
improvement for AnEn or HyEn may come from more
optimal selection of the number of members to employ—
a key dependency for performance since using too many
members lowers skill by including weaker analogs. This
study found benefit by allowing the number of members
to vary according to the rarity (i.e., frequency of occurrence) of the forecast event. For example, AnEn uses
only 16 members when forecasting for Pr(10-m wind
speed $98th percentile) but uses 30 members for forecasts of Pr(10-m wind speed $50th percentile). A limitation to that approach is that it ignores the rarity of the
current forecast situation. When making a particular
forecast for Pr(10-m wind speed $50th percentile), rather
than fixing the members at 30, fewer members should be
used when the flow of the day is very unusual since there
will likely only be a few good analogs available in the
training dataset. Likewise, when the flow of the day is
commonplace, many analogs should be used regardless
of the event threshold. This highly adaptive approach
for selecting the number of members could be accomplished using the analog metric to identify the extent of
useful analogs for the given forecast situation.
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